
Learn about T-Hub startup ChargeKart’s challenges,
achievements, and journey of building mobile EV
chargers on Wow Hyderabad! 

Read Now (page 29) 

T-Hub's ecosystem startup Dhruva Space is set to
build a 2.80 lakh sq. ft. AIT facility at Shamshabad
to cater to the small satellite market.

Read Now

Bolt.Earth, a leading EV
infrastructure startup from T-
Hub, secured $20 million in
funding to grow its network
further from 30K+ points.

Biva Analytics closes a seed
funding of $500K with the
facilitation of T-Hub. Equanimity
Venture led the round. 

Medvolant, a healthcare
startup from T-Hub’s Lab32
program, closes a pre-seed
round valued at ₹15 Cr from
BMV.MONEY.

Defence Tech Innovation

Summit reflected the strength of

the iDEX Program & T-

Hub's incubation partnership.

Startup ecosystem learned about

business models & building a

profitable startup with the

Unlocking D2C session by Wg

Cdr Anthony Anish (Retd), CDO,

T-Hub at BIC 2023!

Triple bottom line, consumer

preferences, and emerging
trends were delved into by

Srinivas Rao Mahankali (MSR),

CEO, T-Hub, at India CSR

Summit 2023!

Hysea's 3rd edition ESG Catalyst in association
with AIC T-Hub, engaged with 150 attendees, 50
startups, and 25 visionaries & investors.

20+ startups indulged in knowledge exchange &
expert sessions at the "Product Positioning &
Branding" session, an AIC T-Hub initiative. 

AIC T-Hub Semiconductor Program is accepting
applications! Access EDA tools, MPW shuttles,
and industry connections through this program. 

Apply Now

Apply for the Boeing University Innovation
Leadership Development Program! Convert your
ideas to business and win ₹10L cash prize.

Apply Now

Cineprenuer, a Media & Entertainment program
with entrepreneurship-fostering modules, has
launched its Cohort 3 with 10 enthusiasts!

6 startups took centre stage at the 6th Demo Day
of T-Angel- investment-readiness program, with 55+
investors (7 VCs, 3 Angels & 35 Angel Investors).

Customer Service Team from Apollo Tyres

explored the Digital Innovation Hub fuelling

advancements across emerging technologies
(4.0, IoT, AI, Blockchain). 

State Street Leadership Team exchanged
perspectives on open innovation with ecosystem
leaders & learned about T-Hub’s corporate
interventions through real-world cases.

AWS set to fuel their SpaceTech Innovation with
T-Hub. The cloud giant to soon join hands with
Minfy for an acceleration program. 

PepsiCo Leadership team broadened their
understanding of T-Hub’s Corporate Ecosystem
Engagement & innovation frameworks. 

 

“The journey from an idea to growth is guided by tenacity, vision, and an unyielding commitment to progress. As
we delve into the funding success stories of startups this month, we celebrate the enduring spirit of innovation.
Together, let us embrace the power of determination and the belief that even the loftiest dreams can take flight
when fuelled by perseverance and collective effort."

-Srinivas Rao Mahankali (MSR), CEO, T-Hub
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https://t-hub.co/
https://www.wowhyderabad.com/wow-hyderabad-october-2023/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/dhruva-space-to-set-up-large-scale-spacecraft-assembly-integration-testing-facility-in-hyderabad/articleshow/104426993.cms?from=mdr
https://programs.t-hub.co/aic-semiconductors/
https://programs.t-hub.co/boeing-build-3-0/


T-Hub’s session with the UK’s Department of
Business and Trade (DBT) taught founders the
steps & prerequisites of expanding into UK and
other international opportunities.

Interact with the BLOCKCHAIN-leaders, investors
& policy makers at the Algorand Impact Summit in
New Delhi!

Register Now

Departments of Western Australia (WA) provided an
Australian expansion roadmap to founders
from Sustainability, Defence, Security & AgriTech. 

Innovation Departments of Ireland’s ESB
brainstormed practices and partnership avenues
to achieve Net Zero by 2040 with T-Hub startups. 

Unlock the secrets of Successful Marketing!
Join the exclusive workshop to master branding
Strategies with Malavika R Harita, Founder &
CEO, Brand Circle.

Register Now

Startups! Connect with marketing experts to build
an impactful brand, gain a competitive edge, and
drive business goals with T-Hub’s Marketing-as-a-
Service (MaaS) initiative!

Join Today

Exotel webinar taught founders
the aspects of scalability and
engagement; leveraging Cloud
offerings.

CometChat's webinar enabled
entrepreneurs to strengthen their
user security aspects by AI,
customisation, and integration. 

Webinar with CyberQ Shield! 
Founders learned to deploy
proactive defense, detect &
manage cloud threats.

Learn how India’s cleantech
startups are shaping the
future of renewable energy
with their innovative solutions!
                    Read Now

Explore the world of quantum
computing through use cases in
machine learning, simulation,
and optimisation!

Read Now

Dive into the game-changing
world of Product-Led Growth
(PLG) to unlock Growth and
Customer Acquisition!

Read Now

Learn how T-Hub and Canada's Accelerator
Centre partnership aims to propel Indian Startups
into the North American Market with Mentorship,
Knowledge, and other Essentials.

Read Now

Srinivas Rao Mahankali (MSR), CEO, T-Hub,
shares the factors driving the growth of the Indian
Startup Economy, like the tech development,
funding infusion, and talented workforce, 

Read Now

Kickstart Program, T-Hub’s
entrepreneurship & capacity-
building initiative for academic
institutions, signs MoU with Malla
Reddy University!

T-Hub inks a strategic MoU with Avishkaran

Foundation for Pharma Innovation. T-Hub to

support the startups of foundation on

product-readiness.

The webinar, “Scale or Grow?”,
by Subhash R. Ghosh, discussed
key concepts, scenario
planning, and decision
framework.

International Connect 

MaaS

Startup Knowledge Sprints

Blogs

News Articles

Events 

https://www.algorand.foundation/impact-summit
https://forms.zohopublic.com/THub/form/BrandingStorytelling/formperma/fX_lk0Ted4dzWy-hE0X5ChxL7YR4u3t_gKEWhyLzZ2E?utm_source=SMP&utm_medium=SMP&utm_campaign=MaaSWorkshop
https://forms.zohopublic.com/THub/form/MarketingasaService2/formperma/1Vjze5OqP-cJS8ZIZZ2s4Hs355A4xQ-_YwftEl1EJic
https://t-hub.co/resources/blog/green-energy-pioneers-how-indian-cleantech-startups-are-shaping-renewable-technologies
https://t-hub.co/resources/blog/unlocking-the-realm-for-quantum-computing
https://t-hub.co/resources/blog/does-product-led-growth-really-live-up-to-the-hype
https://t-hub.co/resources/news/t-hub-canada-accelerator-centre-tie-up
https://inc42.com/resources/catalysing-indias-path-to-a-5-tn-economy-and-the-role-of-startups/
https://t-hub.co/
https://twitter.com/THubHyd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thubhyd
https://www.facebook.com/THubHyd/
https://www.instagram.com/thubhyd

